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Isfahan Rug, 145 Cm X 217 Cm, Hand-knotted Wool & Silk, Iran Circa 1980, Perfect Condition

3 800 EUR

Period : 20th century

Condition : Parfait état

Material : Wool

Length : 217 cm - 85"

Width : 145 cm - 57"

https://www.proantic.com/en/1138828-isfahan-rug-145-cm-x-

217-cm-hand-knotted-wool-amp-silk-iran-circa-1980-perfect-c

onditio.html

Dealer

Winstein
 Antique & semi-antique rugs, objects from the world,

paintings, furniture

Tel : 00 33 (0)6 13 36 09 30

Mobile : 00 33 (0)6 13 36 09 30

La Tour - Rue des Remparts

Revest-du-Bion 04 150

Description

Magnificent Isfahan carpet in perfect condition,

work, in which we can read the whole history of

the knotted carpet.

These are my favorite pieces, as the quality and

beauty of the design are always there.

## An invoice equivalent to a certificate

accompanies your purchases at Winstein at your

request.

## Isfahan or Isfahan in wool and silk,

hand-knotted for 560,000 knots per m2 around

1980.

Persian knot 70 knots over 10 cm wide / 80 knots

over 10 cm long Ivory cotton chain - double wefts

in blue cotton - wool velvet

This piece measures 145 cm wide by 217 cm

long.

Decor of great finesse, medallion, field and very



sophisticated border for this type of Persian

considered to be the finest carpets found in Iran.

The colors of natural origin mix deep reds,

burgundy, blue and ivory, creating contrasts with

striking blues.

The decoration of this room takes up traditional

colors and floral motifs that appear in 16th and

17th century carpets and in mosques, on ancient

ceramics from the Safavid period.

## One easily recognizes in the interlacing palms,

lotus flowers, almond blossoms often tied on

these carpets.

The border is very sophisticated, so much the

arrangement of the interlacing of palms, blue and

burgundy mingles alternately with lotus flowers.

The interior and exterior braids are adorned with

small flowers and meanders, motifs used in Persia

(Iran) and Turkey.

The design of the central medallion, fitted, is

specific to these carpets with elegant extensions

in large pendants like blue halberds, accompanied

by pendants, and the curve of the motifs in the

corners testify to great research.

Pile, edges, fringes in perfect condition.

We find substantially the same medallions among

the ancient Kachan and Tabriz of the same

period.

We have great difficulty in imagining the infinite

patience that was needed yesterday and that is

needed today for the creation of such beautiful

pieces.

This type of carpet proves to us the artistic, fine,

precise and acute sense of the craftsmen of

Isfahan.

The most beautiful carpets in the world often

remain in terms of decoration, finish and beauty

of the wool, the Ispahan. Isfahan, is the great city

of art in Iran, even today.

Under the reign of Shah Abbas, the fame of this

city in the artistic sector was of the greatest

importance.

This city has produced some very great artists,

and some of the finest rugs in the world.

This rug has been professionally and



environmentally cleaned.

For more information you can reach me on 06 13

36 09 30 or on winsteinprovence@gmail.com

Dimensions: Width: 145 cm (57") X Length: 217

cm (85")

FREE SHIPPING FOR FRANCE as for all our

rugs, young and old  !!!

FRANCE 0EUR / EUROPE 25EUR / WORLD

50EUR

www.winsteinprovence.com

Price: 3800 EUR

ref winstein 1243


